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Recyclable lightweight materials with advanced processing techniques are essential for the sustainable
development of future transportation. Thermoplastic composites lattice structures were developed to
meet this demand. An additive manufacturing method is presented here to fabricate such lattice struc-
tures by reversible assembly of several long-fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite parts (LFTCPs)
which were economically processed by injection molding. The resulting thermoplastic lattice structures
(density of 30 kg�m�3) assembled with different sequences and connections are structurally evaluated
and compared. Out-of-plane compression tests revealed that their mechanical properties were more sen-
sitive to the presence of the connections rather than their assembly sequence, although their structural
failure mode was always brake of inclined struts followed by fracture of the horizontal struts. Potential
solutions to the problem of internal stresses, induced during assembly, are also explored by designing
novel LFTCPs. The novel fabrication route for thermoplastic lattice structures will improve the prospects
for their industrial application.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the energy crisis and environmental pollution as major
worldwide problems, stringent regulations in CO2-emission and
materials recyclability are becoming increasingly important in
the automotive and transportation industries. In this regard, the
application of lightweight materials is an effective route for sus-
tainable development of automotive structures, particularly with
the increasing use of composite materials. In contrast to other
major applications of these materials, such as in aerospace engi-
neering where the focus has been on properties and reliability,
the future vehicle industry, such as for automotive, recoverable
rockets, etc., tends to pay equal attention to manufacturing cost,
time and uniformity, leading to their search for new lightweight
materials with a high level of productivity and recycling potential.

Architected lattice materials are mechanical metamaterials
with periodically patterned micro-structures and high strength-
and stiffness-to-weight ratios. Such materials can be constructed
with topologies exhibiting properties greatly superior to those by
their stochastic analogues (e.g., foams) [1–4]. Cellular geometries
that provide the highest effective modulus and strength are
stretch-dominated with no bending of the individual truss mem-
bers. Also, the resulting effective modulus and strength of ideal
stretch-dominated structures will scale linearly with relative den-
sity [5]. Over the past decade, such lattice materials have been pre-
sented as an exciting prospect for lightweight, multifunctional
materials, and indeed they have found several applications, such
as for airframes and sandwich panels for air blast protection,
because of their superior specific strength, stiffness, large intercon-
nected open space and potential for energy absorption [6–11]. In
this regard, lattice composites which are fiber-reinforced compos-
ites combined with lattice topologies, have further attracted partic-
ular interest as they can enhance specific mechanical properties in
engineered systems compared to their metallic counterparts [12–
14]. Numerous manufacturing techniques have been developed
for these lattice composite materials, such as hot press molding
[13,15], weaving [16,17], expansion [18] and interlocking [14],
although their complexity and requirements of custom tooling,
pressurization for consolidation and prolonged heating for matrix
curing have made these manufacturing processes both expensive
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and time-consuming. In 2013, a reversible assembly, additive man-
ufacturing, method was introduced by Cheung et al. [19] to fabri-
cate cuboctahedron (body-centered cubic, BCC, type) lattice by
using many small identical parts as regular building blocks. Specif-
ically, the thermoset composite digital elements that these authors
designed were made by filament winding; the resulting cellular
composite materials were reported to possess an extremely large
measured modulus for an ultralight material [19].

Compared to their thermoset counterparts, thermo-plastic com-
posites have an advantage in recyclability which is crucial for
advanced vehicle industry [20]. Long-fiber reinforced thermoplas-
tics (LFT) are usually prepared by an injection process using LFT
pellets which are individual granulates with length of 10–25 mm
sliced from continuous fibers with a polymer matrix surrounding
them by pultrusion process. Furthermore, the development of
long-fiber reinforced thermoplastics have undergone significant
progress of late with consistently high surface quality and high
impact resistance; accordingly, these additional economic benefits
have markedly promoted their application [21–23]. In this study,
we present a means to manufacture architected thermoplastic
composites for high volume and low cost applications by using
an additive manufacturing assembly methodology based on the
methodology of Cheung et al. [19]. Distinct from the thermoset
digital elements used in Ref. [19], we used long-fiber reinforced
thermoplastic composite parts (LFTCPs), which were obtained by
injection molding; these provided improved surface quality and a
considerable cost saving compared to winding. We examine here
the compressive behavior of such thermoplastic composites lattice
structures with emphasis on the effects of assembly sequence and
joint connection.

2. Methods

2.1. Lattice fabrication

A design of digital elements (LFTCPs), similar to that reported by
Cheung et al. [19], was first used (Fig. 1a), with each element hav-
ing four circular sections (tabs), four struts and a locally central
hole for connection requirement. As noted above, the LFTCPs were
manufactured using an LFT injection molding process, with
carbon-fiber reinforced polypropylene (PP-LCF30) LFT granulates,
prepared by co-mingling and melt-impregnation techniques to
give an initial fiber length of �10 mm and fiber volume content
of �30%. LFT using carbon fibre reinforcement, not only offer more
reduction in weight, higher strength and effective modulus values,
Fig. 1. The geometries of (a) long-fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite part (LFTCP
(tabs), four struts and a locally central (square) hole; (b) the unit cell of one type of BCC
but also enhances fatigue and creep properties and provides high
electrical and thermal conductivities than glass fiber counterparts.
LFTCPs and connection pins were manufactured using a mold and
injection molding machine with a screw diameter larger than
40 mm to ensure the desired fiber length. During processing, the
melt temperature was around 240 �C, and the mold temperature
remained constant at 100 �C.

Subsequently, the thermoplastic composite lattice truss materi-
als were assembled with mass-produced LFTCPs with mechanical
fastening connections, according to the build-up method depicted
in Fig. 2d. During the assembly process, four tabs from four differ-
ent elements were constrained to meet at the central hole of the
fifth element which was perpendicular to the other four. Two LFT
pins (shown in Fig. 2c) or nylon cable ties were embedded orthog-
onally through the four tabs to serve as connections.

The specific sequence was determined from the joint. The rela-
tive location of the tabs in the local center hole is defined as 1-2-3-
4 from up to down (left figure of Fig. 2e), and then the placement of
the corresponding struts in the coordinate system is termed as the
assembly order (a typical sequence is 1-4-2-3, as shown in the
right figure of Fig. 2e).

2.2. Relative density

A schematic drawing of the representative unit cell of a specific
assembly sequence without mechanical fastening is shown in
Fig. 1b. Fig. 1a defines all the relevant geometric parameters of
the BCC lattice structure. Assuming that the added weight of the
mechanical connections can be ignored, the relative density q is
given by the ratio of the solid volume to that of the unit cell:

q ¼ Vs

V� ¼
3t1 4t22 þ 16t1t2 � t21 þ 4t1l1 þ pD2

1 � pD2
2

� �

L3
; ð1Þ

where D1 and D2 are the respective outer and inner diameters of
round section, l1 is the strut length, l2 is the side length of the locally
central hole, l3 is the distance between the center of the central hole
and that of the round section, t1 is the thickness of the struts, t2 is
the width of the central hole, and L represents the side length of
the cubic occupied by the unit cell (Fig. 1b). Only an open-cell lat-
tice with low density ðq < 0:1Þ is considered in this study [24].
For the assembly shown here, the side length of the local center
hole is equal to the outer diameter of the round section and is four
times thickness of the struts, which gives l2 = D1 = 4t1. To simplify
the assembly process, relatively large sizes, t1 = 5 mm, t2 = 5.5 mm
) as building blocks of architected lattice composites, including four round sections
lattice.



Fig. 2. Schematic illustration for the fabrication procedure of long-fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite lattice structures: (a) Injection molding process for building
blocks; (b) the obtained LFTCPs and (c) Long fiber reinforced thermoplastic (LFT) pins; (d) assembly process for an BCC lattice; (e) Detail of the spatial arrangement of tabs in
the joints. We define the relative locations of tabs in the square hole is 1-2-3-4 from up to down (Left figure), and the placement of the corresponding struts in the coordinate
system here is 1-4-2-3 anticlockwise (Right figure); (f) BCC lattice assembled from planar LFTCPs connected with LFT pins. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Compressive stress-strain response of the struts cut directly from LFTCPs.
Both ends the struts were adhesively fastened with nuts and compressed.
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and l3 = 75 mm, were selected to give a relative density of the
assembled lattice structures of 3%; the latter can be controlled sim-
ply by varying the aspect ratio of the struts without changing
geometries of connections.

2.3. Parent material tests

Because fibers may break during any stage of the injection
molding process, the mechanical properties of the parent materi-
als, which are related to the fiber length and distribution, can be
a marked function of the nature of the complex injection process
of LFTCPs. To examine this, optical microscopy was first used to
measure fiber length of randomly selected samples after incinerat-
ing the LFTCPs [25,26], prior to conducting compression tests on
struts cut directly from LTFCPs. Specifically, for compression tests,
both ends of the struts were adhesively fastened using a nut, as
shown in Fig. 4, to prevent stress concentration and instability dur-
ing compression. Strain gauge extensometers were used to mea-
sure the strain during the tests. For repeatability, six randomly
selected specimens were prepared for each test.
Fig. 3. Long-fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite lattice structures with two different assembly sequences (a) Type I with spatial arrangement of 2-3-4-1; (b) Type II
with spatial arrangement of 3-1-2-4. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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2.4. BCC lattice tests

As summarized in Table 1, four sets of carbon reinforced ther-
moplastic BCC lattice unit samples were prepared including two
assembly sequences and two fastening connections (injection pins
and nylon cable ties), respectively. The regularities of arrangement
employed in the present study can be read from the joint to be
Table 1
Grouping details for the six sets of compression tests.

Set Assembly sequence (shown in Fig. 3) Connection type Cell number

1 Type I (2-3-4-1) Injection pins 1
2 Type I (2-3-4-1) Nylon cable ties 1
3 Type II (3-1-2-4) Injection pins 1
4 Type II (3-1-2-4) Nylon cable ties 1
5 Type I (2-3-4-1) Nylon cable ties 4
6 Type I (2-3-4-1) Steel nails 1

Fig. 5. (a) Compressive stress–strain responses for set 1 (Type I assembly sequence and L
(b) Photographs showing the deformation characteristics of set 1. (For interpretation of th
this article.)
Type I assembly sequence of 2-3-4-1 and Type II of 3-1-2-4, as
shown in Fig. 3. Set 1 includes Type I unit cells connected by injec-
tion pins, Set 2 Type I with nylon cable ties, Set 3 Type II with injec-
tion pins, and Set 4 Type II with nylon cable ties.

Out-of-plane compression tests were carried out for the carbon
reinforced thermoplastic BCC units at room temperature using an
MTS electro servo-hydraulic testing machine (MTS Systems Corp.,
Eden Prairie, MN, USA) operating at a displacement rate of
0.5 mm/min, in accordance with ASTM standards C365/C364M-
05. Displacement measurements were performed during the tests
using a laser extensometer with a gauge length of 100 mm. To
ascertain that the lattice was firmly placed between the loading
platens, the samples were sandwiched between two grooved metal
plates which transferred the load to the lattice, as shown in Fig. 5.
For repeatability, three specimens were prepared for each set.
Additionally, another set of samples (set 5), with the first type of
assembly sequence (Fig. 3a) consisting of 2 ⁄ 2 ⁄ 1 unit cells with
nylon cable ties as fastening connection, was also compressed.
FT pins) and set 2 (Type I assembly sequence and nylon cable ties) lattice structures;
e references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Parent material characterization

The practical density, qs, of the LFTCPs equals mass divided by
volume. Six groups of LFTCPs selected randomly was measured
with a scale to get average mass. The volume may be measured
directly from the design parameters. The practical density was
measured to be 980 kg/m3 lower than theoretical data. This can
be attributed to big number of air voids in the structure which
was visible in the SEM pictures. The length of carbon fibers in
the LFTCPs, which was measured by optical microscope after incin-
erating with 565 �C in the muffle furnace with nitrogen atmo-
sphere according ASTM D2584-11, was found to be no greater
than 2 mm with average length of about 1 mm. The compressive
stress-strain response of one injected strut, cut from a LFTCP, is
shown in Fig. 4, and indicates a region of elastic response, plastic
yielding, a post yield peak stress followed by a plateau region.
Fig. 6. (a) Compressive stress–strain responses for set 3 (Type II assembly sequence w
structures; (b) Photographs showing the deformation characteristics of set 3. (For interp
web version of this article.)
The respective compression modulus and strength for the injected
strut was measured to be 9.27 ± 0.1 GPa and 92.7 ± 5 MPa.

3.2. Lattice characterization

The nominal compressive stress–strain responses for two types
of samples are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. We ascribe the magnitude of
the slope of the relatively steady linear curve to the effective mod-
ulus. The compression modulus and strength values for the four
groups of samples are summarized in Table 2.

Fig. 5a shows the representative compressive stress-strain
response for sets 1 (Type I assembly sequence and LFT pins) and
2 (Type I assembly sequence and nylon cable ties) with the corre-
sponding deformation history of set 1, as shown in Fig. 5b. For set 1
with LFT pins, after the elastic deformation regime, two fluctua-
tions occurred concomitant with the sudden dislocation of the four
parallel tabs in the central keyhole. Subsequently, the struts buck-
led, which resulted in an increased deflection of the struts and
ith LFT pins) and set 4 (Type II assembly sequence with nylon cable ties) lattice
retation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the



Table 2
Summary of mechanical properties for all the samples. Set 1 is Type I unit cells connected by injection pins, Set 2 Type I with nylon cable ties, Set 3 Type II with injection pins, Set
4 Type II with nylon cable ties, Set 5 Type I 2 * 2 * 1 cells connected by injection pins and Set 6 Type I unit cells with steel nails.

Set Ultimate force (N) Compression effective modulus (MPa) Compression strength (MPa) Specific stiffness (MPa/(g/cm3)) Specific strength (MPa/(g/cm3))

1 967.4 1.41 0.0861 48.96 2.99
2 928.09 0.98323 0.0826 34.14 2.87
3 937.08 1.53528 0.0834 53.31 2.90
4 900.00 0.76773 0.0801 26.66 2.78
5 2837.42 0.85013 0.0693 29.52 2.41
6 1346.07 3.7401 0.1198 129.86 4.16

Fig. 7. (a) Compressive stress–strain response for 2 * 2 * 1 samples (Type I assembly sequence and nylon cable ties) comparing with that of set 2 (Type I assembly sequence
and nylon cable ties); (b) Photographs showing the deformation characteristics of 2 * 2 * 1 sample. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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asymmetrical loading at the nodes that further induced nodal rota-
tion. Meanwhile, the sliding displacement was increased among
those four parallel tabs in the central keyhole, which caused frac-
ture of the inclined strut around the central hole corner (shown
in Fig. 5b-3a). However, after a degree of self-regulating stability,
the compressive stress continued to rise until final failure of the
horizontal strut near the round section occurred, as shown in
Fig. 5b-4. For set 2 connected by flexible nylon cable ties, a rela-
tively moderate slope was observed at the beginning with less fluc-
tuation than that in set 1. With nylon cable ties as connections, the
samples were more flexible and progressive dislocation of the four
parallel tabs was observed from the start, before rotary deforma-
tion of the whole assembly occurred; this was followed by similar
fracture of the inclined strut in the same position around the cen-
tral hole corner and then final failure of the horizontal strut.

The representative compressive stress-strain response for sets 3
(Type II assembly sequence with LFT pins) and 4 (Type II assembly
sequence with nylon cable ties), and the corresponding deforma-
tion history of set 3 are shown in Fig. 6. For set 3, following an
almost linear regime, several fluctuations occurred before final fail-
ure. The first three fluctuations (points 1–3) in the stress-strain
curve occurred when dislocation among four parallel tabs took
place, while the subsequent three fluctuations (points 4–6) hap-
pened with node rotation and the inclined struts fractured at the
square hole corner. Indeed, such node rotation caused torsion
and bending deformation in the horizontal struts that induced
their final fracture, as shown in Fig. 6b-7. For set 4, the stress-
strain curve was similar to that of set 2 with different assembly
sequence but the same connections. The rotary deformation of
the whole structure, along with failure process and mode, was also
the same as the samples in set 3 with different connections. With
injection pins and nylon cable ties as different joint connections,
deformation resistance is again observed to be different, with the
structures connected by nylon cable ties being much more flexible.
Comparing the compressive response of sets 1 and 3 with different
assembly sequences, the fluctuations of set 3 were significantly
more marked at the beginning, which demonstrated a weaker
capacity of self-regulation to stability of samples compared to set
1. However, with more flexible nylon cable ties as connections,
no similar phenomenon was observed. Indeed, by comparing sets
1–3 or sets 2–4, we can attribute the nature of the different rota-
tions for the node and the whole structure to the different assem-
bly sequences.

The through-thickness compressive stress–strain responses for
2 ⁄ 2 ⁄ 1 samples connected by nylon cable ties are shown in
Fig. 7a; they are compared with those of the corresponding unit
samples in set 2 with the same assembly sequence and connec-
tions. Fig. 7a exhibits characteristics including an elastic deforma-
tion region followed with progressive dislocation of the four
Fig. 8. Scanning electron microscopy images of the fracture surface of the struts. (a) The v
an enlarged image show fiber pullout and fiber fracture. Also, no matrix sticking on fibe
parallel tabs observed, and a fluctuated stress region accompany-
ing by fracture of inclined struts around square corner followed
by a sudden drop with complete brake of horizontal struts
(Fig. 7b). The more obvious fluctuated stress region, in contrast
to that in set 2 for unit samples, is attributed to the load bearing
capacity of additional lattice trusses. However, the average
strength of the whole assembly is lower than that for unit samples
in set 2, as discussed in the following section.

3.3. Scanning electron microcopy of fracture surfaces

Fig. 8 shows scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the frac-
ture surface of struts from all samples. It is apparent that many
voids existed in the central region of the struts (Fig. 8a), which is
attributed to process defects from the injection molding. The
mechanical properties of the LFT composites are influenced by
their microstructure (length, orientation and fibers dispersion),
which is again affected by the processing conditions (injection
velocity) and mold shape. An enlarged image shown in Fig. 8b indi-
cates that fracture of the struts is caused by fiber pullout, fiber frac-
ture, and matrix fracture. Also, it is clear that fiber-matrix interface
is relatively weak as the surfaces of many fibers can be seen to be
clean with no matrix sticking to them.

3.4. Effects of connections

For a specific assembly sequence, the nature of the joint connec-
tion was found to be important for the mechanical properties of
the unit cell. From the above tests (Figs. 5 and 6), BCC lattices fas-
tened by injection pins clearly possess higher effective modulus
values than those using nylon cable ties. We attribute this to the
fact that nylon cable ties are more flexible than injected pins,
which results in a gradual and slow dislocation of parallel tabs in
the central hole. However, because the injected pins cannot resist
the large deformation during compression and thus can break,
the compressive strength of samples with these two kinds of con-
nections can only be considered as approximate. Additionally, steel
nails were used as another connection option to further examine
the effects of connections. Samples with the first type of assembly
sequence (Fig. 3a), fastened by steel nails (set 6), were compressed
and compared with those fastened by injected pins, as shown in
Fig. 9. The effective modulus and strength are significantly
increased by 162% and 39%, respectively, without any fluctuation,
while the fracture modes of the nail fastened lattices were the
same as those for samples connected by injected pins. Note that
the steel nails did not fail during the compression process. We
can conclude from these observations that connection design, i.e.,
materials selection and shape design, plays a relevant role in the
final properties of the lattice.
oids represent injection molding process defects exist in the central of the struts; (b)
rs indicates poor fiber-matrix interface inside LFTCPs.



Fig. 9. Compressive stress–strain responses for samples with Type I assembly
sequence connected by steel nails, comparing with those of set 2 (Type I assembly
sequence and LFT pins). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.5. Assembly stress analysis

In any actual assembly process, misalignment problems will
inevitably exist with the current design for LFTCPs as building
blocks. As shown in Fig.10a, the central point of the round sections
in the dark yellow element could not lay in the central plane of the
square holes in the red and blue elements. Accordingly, in fabricat-
ing the lattice structure, an external force must be applied to
Fig. 10. Misalignments between tabs t and central plan of square holes. The central poin
the square holes in the red and blue elements. (Note that figures a and b are the same ass
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. (a) Sample with Type I assembly sequence connected by steel nails; (b) Meshing
(Von Mises) stress distribution of the assembly stress for sample with Type I assembly
section. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
arrange the four tabs at the right location in the square hole during
the assembly, which will certainly induce an internal stress into
the lattice structure.

It is relevant that such assembly stresses be quantified. To ana-
lyze this, a finite element model was developed, using the com-
mercial finite element software Abaqus/CAE, to investigate the
stresses caused by the assembly process for the BCC lattice with
Type I assembly sequence of 2-3-4-1. The model comprised 30
parts including pins, LFTCPs and round sections; after meshing, it
was composed of more than one million elements. The pins were
assumed to be rigid and tied to the central hole. In order to ensure
the parallel tabs always moved up-and-down along the central line
of the pins in the locally central hole with constant relative dis-
placements, twelve connector slots were applied to the tabs and
the pins respectively. With no boundary conditions utilized, the
migrated displacements were applied to the connector slots
according to the actual assembly process of BCC lattice.

Computed values of the equivalent (Von Mises) stress distribu-
tion for the structures are shown in Fig. 11, specifically indicating
that the maximum stress is located at the strut end near the round
section. For all struts with the same displacement, the stress state
was found to be the same. Based on a maximum stress criterion
and the stress distribution in the struts, it appears that damage
may have already existed after assembly in the region where stress
is larger than tensile strength of LFTCPs. We conclude, therefore,
that the existence of an internal stress induced by the assembly
process can degrade the properties of the overall structure. For
2 ⁄ 2 ⁄ 1 samples in the above tests, the assembly stress is even
greater and thus the effective modulus and strength values can
be further degraded compared to those for the same type unit cell
t of the round sections in the dark yellow element should be in the central plane of
embly from different angles of view). (For interpretation of the references to color in

of the FEA model with local coordinate systems and reference point; (c) Equivalent
sequence. The maximum stress is located at the strut ends connected to the round
referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 12. Three-view drawing for the redesigned digital element of Type III in
Table 3. h1–h4 are the inclination angles of the four struts to the central plane of the
square hole, t3 and t4 are the migrated displacements related to the strut thickness
with t3 = t/2 and t4 = 3t/2. Two angles a1 and a2can be ascertained according to the
geometric relationships, and the values of h1–h4 can be related to a1 or a2, as
summarized in Table 3 for all the five possible designs of LFTCPs. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Table 3
Five possible types of redesigned LFTCPs. h1–h4 are referred to inclination angles of
the four struts to the central plane of the square hole, and related to a1 and a2 which
are ascertained by t and l1.

Type h1 h2 h3 h4

I a2 a1 �a1 �a2
II a2 a1 �a2 �a1
III a2 �a1 a1 �a2
IV a2 �a2 a1 �a1
V a2 �a2 �a1 a1
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samples. For samples with the same connection, the arrangement
of the four tabs in the center hole clearly is critical in affecting
the initial assembly stress.
Fig. 13. (a) The front and back view of the VonMises stress distribution of the Type I tetra
as shown in back view indicates that failure will first happen at the inclined strut end; (b)
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
4. Structure redesign

Based on the above assembly stress analysis, the present LFTCPs
are clearly not appropriate for large-scale assembly processing and
thus mass-production of cellular lattice structures. Therefore, a
redesigned LFTCP was developed here. Inclination angles of the
four struts to the central plane of the square hole (h1, h2, h3, h4),
as indicated in Fig.12, were introduced into the novel cross-
shaped element. With a given assembly sequence, two angles can
be deduced according to the following geometric relationships:

a1 ¼ sin�1ðt3=l1Þ; a2 ¼ sin�1ðt4=l1Þ; ð2Þ

where geometric parameters a1 and a2 are defined, respectively, in
Figs. 5a and 12. Parameters t3 and t4 are the migrated displacements
related to strut thickness with t3 = t/2 and t4 = 3t/2, as shown in
Fig. 12. Several different LFTCPs exist, depending upon the different
arrangements of the inclination angles. To simplify the complexity
of these assemblies, we assume that there is only one assembly
sequence in the same structures, which makes a1, �a1, a2, �a2 cor-
responding to h1–h4. For this kind of design, five types of LFTCP units
can be created according to the arrangement of the inclination
angles of four struts, as summarized in Table 3. There will be further
topological designs for BCC lattices, as discussed below. Note that
stress concentration should also be taken into account, and cham-
fers could be a good selection at the strut ends where connected
with round section or central hole.

To evaluate the properties of the redesigned structure, an ded-
icated finite element analysis model was established to simulate
the quasi-static compression process of a unit cell assembled by
redesigned LFTCPs of Type I (assembly sequence 2-3-4-1). The base
of the cell was fully clamped, with the top loaded with a displace-
ment defined by a smooth step amplitude curve to ensure the ratio
of kinetic energy to internal energy remained small. The simulated
unit cell comprised 30 solid parts including LFTCPs and pins. The
pins were assumed to be rigid during the simulation as well.
Fig. 13 presents the front and back views of Von Mises stress dis-
tribution for the unsymmetrical unit cell. The stress values around
the strut ends are larger when connected to the central hole or the
round section. Similar to the experimental results for Set 6 with the
same assembly sequence and nail connections, the maximum
stress appears at the end of the inclined struts, thereby delineating
the location of the first failure of an inclined strut. Small rotational
deformations were noted to occur at the nodes with offsets. The
simulated effective modulus of the unit cell was calculated to be
12.4 MPa, which is 235% higher than that the value 3.7 MPa mea-
sured in our experiments for set 6. Based on the computed results,
we conclude that the redesigned LFTCPs can induce superior
hedron lattice structure with an assembly sequence of 2-3-4-1. The maximum stress
Small rotational deformations occurred at the nodes with offset. (For interpretation
of this article.)
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mechanical properties in lattice structures, specifically by elimi-
nating damage and possible internal stress created during the ini-
tial assembly.
5. Conclusions

In this work, novel, large volume/low cost, thermoplastic com-
posite lattice structures were developed using a reversible assem-
bly (additive manufacturing) methodology involving identical
digital elements. Individual digital elements were long-fiber rein-
forced thermoplastic composite parts (LFTCPs, carbon fiber/PP)
obtained by an injection molding approach. Struts in LFTCPs were
compressed separately and fiber lengths, after injection, were no
greater than 2 mm. Architected lattice structures were fabricated
with two specific assembly sequences (defined by spatial arrange-
ment of four struts) and different connections, with the corre-
sponding out-of-plane compressive behavior analyzed and
compared. The mechanical performance of the lattice structures
was found to be highly sensitive to the joint connections (material
property, shape); further, structures with weak connections were
observed to be unable to effectively resist deformation and nodal
rotation. The effective modulus and strength of the lattice struc-
tures fastened by steel nails were significantly higher, by respec-
tively 162% and 39% than those for structures fastened by
injection pins. Although the mechanical properties in compression
varied only marginally for the different assembly sequences used,
the mode of structural deformation, e.g., the rotation direction dif-
fered significantly; the failure mode though was unaffected.

To reduce the assembly damage and stress during the assembly
process, finite element simulations were used to validate the feasi-
bility of novel design concepts of digital element. A redesigned dig-
ital element by introducing four inclination angles of the four
struts to the central plane of the square hole, was designed to elim-
inate the assembly stress and actually enhance the mechanical
properties of the newly assembled architectures. One type of rede-
signed element, with some mature material such as LFT using glass
fibre reinforcement, or alternate matrix such as nylon, will be ran-
domly selected to build the lattice structures with stronger con-
nections in the future study. This will also provide a sound
direction for further research on superior and low cost lattice
structures.
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